What is a ‘full mouth reconstruction?’

Full mouth reconstruction (also called full mouth rehabilitation, full mouth restoration or reconstructive dentistry), is an extensive treatment used to restore function, health and beauty to one’s mouth and smile. It often includes implants, porcelain veneers, crowns, TMJ treatment, bridge placement and more. The result will not only be a beautiful smile, but also restored health and function.

If you have a variety of dental problems that need to be addressed, it can be quicker and more economical to address them all as part of a full mouth reconstruction.

How does full mouth reconstruction differ from smile makeover?

A smile makeover is generally cosmetic and is a treatment a patient elects to perform. Often, full mouth reconstruction corrects more difficult underlying dental problems and is considered necessary dental treatment.

Is full mouth reconstruction expensive?

Most full mouth reconstruction cases involve all teeth in the mouth and therefore, the investment can be significant. However, every case is unique and the cost will depend on your clinical situation. In order to effectively evaluate your needs, we recommend you come in for a complimentary consultation.

Is full mouth reconstruction procedure painful?

With modern local anesthetics, the procedure is faster and more painless than ever before. If you’re anxious at all, we suggest Conscious Sedation Dentistry, where you dream though the entire procedure, barely remembering your visit.

How long does full mouth reconstruction procedure take?

The time will depend on the makeup of treatment which is tailored to each individual patient. After our initial consultation, we can decide together on the best treatment approach, at which point we can map out the timing more accurately.

How can I be assured my new smile will look natural?

At Gateway Dental Arts, we don’t need to rely on an outside dental lab for veneers and crowns used in our full mouth reconstruction procedures. Instead, we have our own in-house lab and ceramist. Your restorations are crafted on location, insuring a perfect match in both color and fit. In fact, Eric Newell, our ceramist has won numerous awards for his work.

Trust experience and education.

Dr. Rick Austin, at Gateway Dental Arts has been restoring smiles and correcting dental problems for over 30 years.

No Pain. No Fear. Just one beautiful smile! Call us at Gateway Dental Arts today.